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Experience of HTTR Licensing for Japan’s New Nuclear 
Regulation 

On June 3rd, 2020, JAEA obtained the permission of reactor installation change 
for restarting the High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR, 30 MW) 
from the Nuclear Regulation Authority (NRA) of Japan. This is the first restart 
permission for a gas-cooled reactor in Japan under the New Regulatory 
Requirements. By employing a high-temperature-resistant and large-heat-
capacity graphite core, HTTR enables inherent safety characteristic of slow and 
limited temperature transient without fuel damage even in a loss of coolant 
accident. The safety review by NRA against the New Regulatory Requirements 
has confirmed that no fuel damage would occur even in the event of a beyond 
design basis accident such as multiple losses of reactor shutdown functions. 
With the aim of early restarting, the refurbishment to the HTTR as mandated by 
the permission of changes to reactor installation is steadily carrying out, 
including installation of countermeasure systems against internal and external 
fires and so on. In this Webinar, an experience of HTTR licensing for Japan’s 
New Nuclear Regulation will be introduced. 

Free webcast! 
 

April 22, 2021 8:30 am EDT  
(UTC-4) 

Register NOW at: 
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/regi
ster/3181691294108636942 

Who should attend: 
policymakers, managers, 
regulators, students, general 
public 

 

Dr. Etsuo Ishitsuka is the general manager of HTTR Reactor 
Engineering Section at the Department of HTTR project in 
JAEA, Japan Atomic Energy Agency. He earned his Doctotorate 
of Engineering from the University of Tokyo in 1999. He 
started his research career at the Japan Atomic Energy 
Research Institute in 1986 as a research engineer for the Japan 
Materials Testing Reactor (JMTR) project. He worked in a wide 
field of neutron irradiation technology development, such as 
production of medical radioisotopes, fusion blanket materials, 
plasma facing components and plasma diagnostics 
components, etc. He was promoted to Senior research 
engineer in 1994 and managed the experiments of a fusion 
blanket functional test in JMTR and the ITER project as the 
deputy general manager. After managing an international 
cooperation and training of foreign young researchers, he 
joined HTTR project in 2015 as the general manager. His 
current interest is the neutron irradiation technology of HTTR 
and its new applications. 

Upcoming Webinars 

19 May 2021 
Advanced Manufacturing for 
Gen IV Reactors, Dr. Isabella 
Van Rooyen, INL, USA 

24 June 2021 
In Service Inspection and 
Repair Developments for SFRs 
and Extension to other Gen4 
Systems, Dr. Francois Baque, 
CEA, France 

27 July 2021  
Evaluating Changing 
Paradigms Across the Nuclear 
Industry, Ms. Jessica Lovering, 
Carnegie Mellon University, 
USA 

For more information, please contact Patricia Paviet at patricia.paviet@pnnl.gov or visit the GIF 
website at www.gen-4.org www.gen-4.org 
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